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Economic importance
• Sources of growth

– Human and physical capital accumulation
– Trade and specialisation
– Technological advance

• Nonpecuniary benefits



Public good
• Returns to growth in knowledge are 

– Consumed in common
– Inexhaustible

• Case for public funding
• “it is clear that the economic benefits of [19C physics research] would greatly exceed the cost of all fundamental scientific research undertaken in the UK from the time of Newton” (J. Kay and C. Llewellyn-Smith, Fiscal Studies, 1985)



How to think about research
• Location of research not especially important
• Focus on flow of funds misplaced
• Question is:

– What is production process for scientific knowledge?
– How is that best socially organised?
– How does the UK fit into that?



Research production
• Produced by highly intellectually skilled
• What model?

– Lone genius
– Teamwork

• Spillovers
• Gains to agglomeration



Free movement
• Free movement important generally to productive efficiency
• Agglomeration benefits rely on free movement
• Important also to spread of ideas, innovation

– Immigration leads to more than proportional increase in patents
– Also encourages adoption of innovation



Training of researchers
• Higher education is important source of export earnings: £3.9bn tuition fees, £6.3bn living expenses in 2011/12 

(Source: Dept for BIS, 2013)
• Overseas students

– 125K EU (5.5%) and 312K non-EU (13.7%) out of 2.27m higher education students
– (Source: Universities UK)



Research staff
• University members

– Much higher immigrant proportion than typical workforce (28% as against 17%)
(Source: Royal Society 2016)

– Especially  London



Source: Royal Society, 2016



Research collaboration
• International coauthoring of scientific research has grown massively
• Strongest links are with US and EU countries



Source: Royal Society, 2016



Country Collaborative Papers2005-2014
Collaborative intensity

Germany 92,212 0.064
USA 185,630 0.061
Netherlands 51,970 0.061
France 67,208 0.057
Italy 58,664 0.053
Australia 50,963 0.052

Source: Thomson Reuters, Royal Society 2016



Effects of Brexit
• If vote goes for Brexit then will have been largely won on immigration
• Pledge to reduce net inflow below 100K
• Current numbers:

– 180K from either inside or outside EU alone
– Cap on skilled workers
– Pressure will intensify



Source: ONS, 2016



Source: ONS, 2016



Funding
• Makes sense to fund at European level
• Could renegotiate access as Associate Country (like Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, Iceland, Israel) but would lose influence in decision making



UK research funding
• Depends on public finances
• Brexit would save about £8bn net per year in mechanical contribution (Source: IFS, 2016)
• Net flow of research funds is into UK not out 

– €5.4bn paid in, €8.8bn received 2007-13
– just under 1/5 of funds received (Source: House of Lords, 2016)



National income impact
• But these figures are dwarfed by magnitude of broader economic impact
• IFS: gain would be wiped out by 0.6% fall in GDP

– Economists almost unanimous in believing impact would exceed this in long and short run, possibly by ten times



Estimates of effects
• Depends on 

– trade arrangements after Brexit
• EEA = full single market access
• WTO = trading under WTO rules

– horizon considered
• Effects through 

– trade, investment, productivity
– regulatory reform



Example estimates
• Short term:

– LSE/CEP: EEA -1.3%, WTO -2.6%
– NIESR: EEA -1.9%, WTO -2.9%

• Long term:
– LSE/CEP: EEA -6.3%, WTO -9.5%
– NIESR: EEA -1.8%, WTO -3.2%

Sources: LSE, NIESR, 2016



Conclusion
• Brexit has potential for adverse effects through

– Loss of free movement
– Reduced funding

• Could try to replicate current system but
– Pressures to reduce immigration
– Public finances worse


